Justin Denker ‘13 explains the necessity of maintaining "some" freedom of the civil right movement.

On January 6*, 2014, recent Bates graduates Tyler Mosher ’11 and Ross Brockman ’11 were named to Forbes’ “30 Under 30” list. Forbes’ list of 30 under 30 is dedicated to recognizing young Leaders, Creators, and Innovators. Among the Bates community members acknowledged for their dedication to the innovative twenty-some members have gone on to become the most successful business people, athletes, and artists of this generation.

"Ciders' popularity in the US is following the craft beer scene has been absolutely red-hot the past 5 years, and I think people see cider as another style of craft beer. It's basically "No Shortcuts." They promise "Proud of her journey to the Olympics". Mosher has been a very hardworking athlete, with a very positive attitude and she can always make us laugh. We are all very proud of her journey on the Olympics and wish her the best in the competition."

According to the Australian alpine competitor Australia's Taylor Conomos her experience is definitely something I have dreamed about since I started ski racing. "When I was a child, skiing was something I always wanted to do. I've been training hard and have been learning new techniques every day. I'm proud of my journey to the Olympics and wish for her the best in the competition."

In the United States, Olympic competitors for a month. This on the other hand, has been announcing their eight races — all to be completed in the next month. The three frontrunners are the Aussies at these Olympics because Australia, on the other hand, has been announcing their responsibilities, and researching new cider in the US is following the craft beer scene has been absolutely red-hot the past 5 years, and I think people see cider as another style of craft beer. It's basically "No Shortcuts." They promise "Proud of her journey to the Olympics and wish her the best in the competition."
Where are the female pilots?

American Airlines pilot Angela Mazal recalls an anecdote in a CNN interview in which a male passenger had addressed her and implied she should not be flying the flight. He had suffered from fear of flying and did not feel secure with a woman in the pilot's seat. That is distressing to think that the mere presence of a female pilot on a flight can cause someone to feel unsafe. As a result, women in aviation continue to be operating under a ceiling.

American Airlines pilots also have a similar story. During the.INSTANCE RESTRICTION: Due to the sensitive nature of the text, a specific example has been removed from the original content. The text continues with the discussion of the challenges faced by female pilots in the industry.

The small fraction of females in aviation is a mark of professional respect that continues to be predominantly male. The expectation that the pilot be male is not simply a recognition of slanted recruitment to the profession; it is an assumption that perhaps, with time, a woman in the pilot's seat will not be boarding her flight, as there is no glaring explanation for why flight passengers have such a certain chance of encountering a woman flying a commercial airplane. In essence, the expectation that the pilot will be male.

Vladimir Putin is a homophobe

Vladimir Putin and the majority of the Russian people are bitterly homophobic. The Russian president’s views on LGBT rights have created a schism between Western democracies and Russia. As a result, Russia’s government has passed a law designed to prevent the spread of ‘propaganda’ of non-traditional sexual orientations in schools, public demonstrations, and media. This law effectively outlaws openly gay public and gay rights events and media. Despite this, Russia has continued to make strides in the acceptance of gay people in public life.

As a result, this has created a deluge of support for LGBT rights. This support has been created by anti-gay sentiment and groups, as well as by the Russian people who want to see equal rights for all citizens. As a result, Putin has faced significant backlash from the LGBT community and various human rights organizations.

Despite all of this, Putin has demonstrated his commitment to the LGBT community by allowing them to self-identify in public life. This has been a significant step towards equality and acceptance.
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The new Mac Pro: Made in America

JAMES PREISS
ASSOCIATE FORUM EDITOR

Apple’s return release, the “all-American made” Mac Pro, not only pushes the boundaries for technological innovation in the 21st Century, but also opens up new opportunities for American cities to flourish once again. As it well knows, Lewisohn-Altura is part of a thriving skill-driven wave, but the key lies in the “Sineads” that made us. It is a significant one that will hopefully open the door to a new, vibrant manufacturing economy that will soon see the US as a manufacturing hub for the world.

The new Mac Pro: A more expensive on the scale of current hardware, but worth it. Apple has been successful in that only need be equipped with the right tools and the right people, and it is also the only way for someone who has little education or experience to contribute to this new wave of manufacturing. The new Mac Pro: A more expensive on the scale of current hardware, but worth it. Apple has been successful in that only need be equipped with the right tools and the right people, and it is also the only way for someone who has little education or experience to contribute to this new wave of manufacturing. The new Mac Pro: A more expensive on the scale of current hardware, but worth it. Apple has been successful in that only need be equipped with the right tools and the right people, and it is also the only way for someone who has little education or experience to contribute to this new wave of manufacturing.

The new Mac Pro: Made in America

Orange is the New Black: A Call for Reform

KRYSTIN DOERR
ASSISTANT FORUM EDITOR

The popular Netflix series Orange is the New Black detailed its scorecard about the inmates of Danbury prison. It is a show that is both shocking and familiar, yet all too real. The show is funny and disarming: a comedy of errors and a reminder that not everyone is a bad person.

Consider the implications of its very existence. Hopefully we can remember that there are people who have not had the ability to reform themselves, and that they need our help.

In listening to Piper Kerman’s description of the prison system, it is easy to see the need for reform. And if you haven’t yet seen an episode of Orange is the New Black, I highly recommend it.

The prison in Danbury did little to help Kerman reform herself. In fact, it only made her more determined to reform the system. And if you haven’t yet seen an episode of Orange is the New Black, I highly recommend it.

The show is both shocking and familiar, yet all too real. The show is funny and disarming: a comedy of errors and a reminder that not everyone is a bad person.

Piper Kerman went up in Bunyan, Massachusetts, into a family of doctors, lawyers, and teachers. She went to Smith College, an all-women’s college in Northampton, Massachusetts, and received a B.A. in English Literature in 1986. In 1993, she took drug money from Chicago to Paris for her boss, a Russian man who dealt drugs for a West African drug lord. Realizing that she was in over her head and that her romantic rival was no longer so, Kerman cut all ties with the drug industry.

Kerman tells her readers the facts about prisons, dispersing shocking, but they only become meaningful when one has a face to the numbers. In 1998, police confronted Piper Kerman with the facts about the prison system in the United States. And when you look at prison statistics, you see a disturbing checklist of what not to do. Consider the implications of its very existence. Hopefully we can remember this moment as a turning point in women’s history. And if you haven’t yet seen an episode of Orange is the New Black, I highly recommend it.
Committee (SNCC) to younger, more militant groups such as the public eye. He was young, hand¬
white press of the 1950s and 1960s focusing on King, it passes over the count¬
King and his "I Have a Dream" speech.

Our public memory is the story of the civil rights movement. We shouldn't overlook other civil rights heroes.

The black unemployment rate has been constantly about double that of whites since the 1950s. We can talk about King's "I Have a Dream Speech," but we ought not forget the content of that speech. The stim¬
 stigma that came before him dis¬
cused on King because he was appealing
represented significantly to the civil rights movement, it is not an inefable loss hars...
In case we didn’t know already, we can use Twitter (Chloe Handler) and her favorite creative courses (Vilal, DLC) as a test to pictures of her posting for her team portraits (complete with fake mustaches). The process will be much harder and more difficult when the team works to create a Bush logo for the team’s future

**BAMFORD CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1**

In the workshop, students must work together to create a cohesive and meaningful project. This collaborative process allows for the sharing of ideas, perspectives, and skills. It also encourages students to engage in meaningful discussions and debates. This type of environment is essential for the development of critical thinking and problem-solving skills. Furthermore, this collaborative environment allows for the development of leadership and teamwork skills. These skills are essential for success in both academic and professional settings.

**NEW PE courses keep Bates moving**

The Bates College campus was alive with vibrant discussion and collaboration. Bates students were preparing for the upcoming Benjamin E. Mays debate. The Bates debate team, under the guidance of Bates Debate Director Jan Hovden, is one of the most successful in the nation. Bates has a long history of excellence in debate, and the team is currently ranked among the top 10 in the country. The team is known for its strong individual debaters and its effective team strategies. The Bates debate team has a strong tradition of excellence and a commitment to generating high-quality debate experiences for students. Bates Debate is a competitive and challenging environment for students who are interested in developing their skills in public speaking, critical thinking, and argumentation.
Keynote speech: Reclaiming King's dream

JAVIER VILLALOBOS
STAFF WRITER

President Emeritus of Bates College Dr. George L. Dole delivered his first keynote speech at Bates since January 22, 2014. His address was titled "Mora: The People's Dream," and focused on the themes of reconciliation, social justice, and human rights.

The speech was part of Bates' annual Martin Luther King Jr. celebration, and was held in the Student Center. Dole's address was the first of three lectures on modern inequality, part of Bates' bicentennial yearlong observance of the civil rights movement.

Dole began his speech by acknowledging the work of past leaders and influencers, including Dr. King, who "taught us that the history of our struggles is one of continuous struggle for freedom and justice, for a world that is truly free, truly just, and truly equal for all people." He noted that King's "I Have a Dream" speech, delivered in 1963, remains a powerful reminder of the ongoing struggle for civil rights.

Dole also addressed the current state of social justice, highlighting the persistent inequalities and disparities faced by marginalized communities. He emphasized the need for continued activism and the importance of individual action in the face of systemic injustice.

In conclusion, Dole encouraged Bates students to "think, share, and act" to create a more just and equitable society. He challenged the audience to consider their role in addressing the challenges of our time, and to be inspired by the legacy of Martin Luther King Jr. as they work towards a more just future.
Sankofa delivers empowering messages of unity to Schaeffer Stage

ASHLEY BRYANT MANAGING ARTS & LEISURE EDITOR

In the spirit of the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday, Sankofa gave a powerful performance Monday night, including an open shout-out to recentACLU decisions which descriminated against women of color. According to director of Sankofa, Leroy Barnes T4, in the spirit of the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday, Sankofa gave a powerful performance Monday night, including an open shout-out to recentACLU decisions which descriminated against women of color. According to director of Sankofa, Leroy Barnes T4, and director of Sankofa, Leroy Barnes T4, in the spirit of the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday, Sankofa gave a powerful performance Monday night, including an open shout-out to recentACLU decisions which descriminated against women of color. According to director of Sankofa, Leroy Barnes T4, the trio discussed the false assumptions of an African American person, and as members’ friends showed up in support, images took center stage. The five groups provided a vibrant musical addition to the long weekend’s line-up of events and performances.

The words of the poems were enough to move both Barnes and the audience into bringing a different perspective of history to the Bates community.

"In "One People," Mills April ’15 and Dauntress Perkins ’15 gives an

A cappella groups shine at Winter Carnival concert

TRISTAN BROOKS PHOTOGRAPHER Arts & Leisure Editor

Despite a less than p.m. start time, Wednesday afternoon’s Winter Carnival concert at the newly renovated Casco Bay Stage was bristling with energy. "It was an amazing performance that showcased the emotions of the performers," said junior Merimanders Gideon Ikpekaogu. "We did justice to the words; it was such a touching performance.

As more people arrived, the music began to explode. The stage presence from the entire group was a powerful one, where every person could be heard perfectly. The performers were able to communicate with the audience, and the words of the poems were enough to move both Barnes and the audience into bringing a different perspective of history to the Bates community.
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Clockwise from left: Merimanders, Man Ops, Crosstones, TakeNote and The Deansmen.
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The Globes strike gold

ERIKY FYRE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The 71st Golden Globe Awards, presented by the Hollywood Foreign Press Association, were broadcast live to the audience and at home viewers of NBS and TNT. Numerous comedians, hosts, and performers packed the audience. The ceremony was the most bizarre of this year's Golden Globes Awards a hit. According to Tina Fey and Amy Poehler, “Few can turn a two-hour segment into a showcase for themselves. The reason for her awkwardness was, she was too comfortable with her Success at being hungry. She turned over the coming years. The Bates Student January 22, 2014
Springsteen fulfills our High Hopes

EVAN MOLINARI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As a Bruce Springsteen fan, I had always hoped that he would release another electric, rhythmic album, but I was beginning to resign myself to the possibility that I was born too late. Springsteen, after all, is 64 years old. However, I was thankful for what we have: the E Street Band has four guitarists. He makes his presence felt from the title track, "Back in Black," to the guitar duel with Nils Lofgren in "American Skin (41 Shots)," and to the soaring, emotional solo of "American Skin (41 Shots)." That sound is funky, wah-pedal, a wall of sound that rises, falls and fades like a police siren—a fitting ending for an album that represents working-class frustration. Tracks nine through eleven could be Springsteen's best since 1984's "The River," which achieved a 20 million sales milestone. This is an excellent, new, rock album.—Johan Mohtarudin '14

The Rising. That sound is funky, wah-pedal, a wall of sound that rises, falls and fades like a police siren—a fitting ending for an album that represents working-class frustration. Tracks nine through eleven could be Springsteen's best since 1984's "The River," which achieved a 20 million sales milestone. This is an excellent, new, rock album. That being said, this album is great, but it's no masterpiece. The covers are an asset to the album, but they don't pin down a theme in the way that classics like "Born to Run" and "The River" did. The Rising is Springsteen's best album since 2002's The Rising. That sound is funky, wah-pedal, a wall of sound that rises, falls and fades like a police siren—a fitting ending for an album that represents working-class frustration. Tracks nine through eleven could be Springsteen's best since 1984's "The River," which achieved a 20 million sales milestone. This is an excellent, new, rock album. That being said, this album is great, but it's no masterpiece. The covers are an asset to the album, but they don't pin down a theme in the way that classics like "Born to Run" and "The River" did. The Rising is Springsteen's best album since 2002's The Rising.
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The 'Cats had no time to dwell on the Trinity this past Friday and fell 74-59.

JONATHAN NEUFIELD

Women’s basketball drops games to Trinity, Amherst

come to practice this week more focused than we have ever been,” said junior Billy Selmon. “[We need] to improve in all aspects of our game—especially executing our plays in offense and playing harder on all defensive.”

DOUG STEINBERG
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Women’s basketball drops games to Trinity, Amherst

SCAC schedule promises to be slightly more difficult than the previous day as four racers placed in the slalom top 24. On Saturday and will be looking to improve their NESCAC place to 3-5.

ALYSSA MORGOSH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Swimming and Diving

Men’s swimming and diving split with Bowdoin: Colby; women win CBB title

ATHENA MORRISON
STAFF WRITER

The men’s swimming and diving won all but two events including the 300 backstroke. The women’s team placed second overall, 1-2 in NESCAC play, which is a great start for the rest of the season. The Bates Student

UPCOMING HOME GAMES

Men’s Basketball vs UMaine Presque Isle Tuesday, 1/28 @ 7:00 pm

Men’s & Women’s Squash vs Colby Wednesday, 1/29 @ 6:00 pm

Men’s & Women’s Sking

Alpine team travels to Sugarloaf

KYLE EGERMANN
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

After a week of unusually warm weather in the Lumberland area, the Bates Alpine Skiing team traveled to the Colby-Carrabassett Valley Mountain in Carrabassett Valley for the two-day event at the Colby Carnival.

The Bobcats will next travel to Tufts on Saturday and will be looking to improve their NESCAC place to 3-5.

A graduate men’s, junior captain Matthew Gagne won the 100 yard butterfly in 51.79 seconds and junior Anthony Fitzpatrick in 24.89.

The Bates Skiing team consists of 30 members, including 15 men and 15 women.

The men’s team placed third overall with a combined time of 2:15.98, which placed them at 20th among some 60 racers. The women’s team placed 20th overall with a combined time of 2:24.09, good for sixth. They travel to Bangor on Tuesday in a contest against undefeated Husson.

The Bobcats will next travel to Tufts on Saturday and will be looking to improve their NESCAC place to 3-5.
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Goodbye, Bowl Championship Series

KILO GLEWNS
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

The postseason is what many fans look forward to each year. A season ends with a bowl game, especially the BCS bowls, which have provided an annual destination for the nation's top college football programs. But over the years, the BCS bowl games have become more irrelevant over the years, and college football has more than enough reasons to find ways to become more significant.

Bowl games like the Capital One, Outback, Fiesta, Rose, Sugar, and Orange Bowls are a product of the Bowl Championship Series. The BCS was formed in 1998 to replace the wildly popular Lambert Bowl and the American Bowl and, to this day, has provided plenty of reason to exist. However, with the advent of the College Football Playoff, it is time for the BCS to hang up its cleats.

The BCS was formed in an attempt to provide a more accurate way to determine the best college football team in the country. The system was based on a combination of computer rankings and human polls, which were supposed to ensure that the best teams would be selected to compete in the national championship game.

However, the BCS has faced numerous criticisms over the years. One of the most significant criticisms is that the system is not always fair to teams from non-BCS conferences or smaller universities. These teams often struggle to make it to the BCS bowl games, even though they may have had impressive regular-season records.

Another criticism of the BCS is that it is not transparent and does not provide a clear, objective way to determine the best team in the country. The selection committee members must make subjective decisions about which teams are the best, and there is often disagreement about who should be selected.

The College Football Playoff, on the other hand, is a more transparent and objective way to determine the best teams. The Playoff is based on a set of rankings that are updated weekly, and the top four teams at the end of the season advance to the national championship game.

The Playoff has also been more successful in attracting fans. The BCS bowl games have struggled to draw large audiences, while the Playoff games have consistently produced high ratings.

In conclusion, it is time to say goodbye to the Bowl Championship Series. The BCS has served its purpose, but it is time to move on to a more modern and effective way to determine the best college football team in the country.
Bates Squash squashes competition in weekend tournaments

BY KYLE LEVICK
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Being in top physical condition is vital to the success of any sport, and it is important for women's track and field in particular to maintain their fitness levels to compete at their best.

The Bates track and field teams have been busy this past weekend, winning both the Maine States and the annual Maine Invitational. The Bobcats also performed well in the opening match, with both the men's and women's teams coming in second and first place respectively.

The Bates track and field teams had a successful past week of competition, losing only to UMaine and smoking South Hadley in the opening match with a 2-1 combined record. The teams also had a strong showing in the annual Maine Invitational, winning the 10km race with a time of 30:42.2. Senior co-captain Jordan Buetow led the team in the opening match, setting the tone for the rest of the season.

Although the teams have been busy throughout the season, head coach Pat Brown has been impressed with the dedication and hard work of his players. "Our team has been working hard to maintain their fitness levels and improve their performances," he said.

The Bates track and field teams will have a week to do all of that before heading down to the Yale Round Robin, where they will have the opportunity to showcase their talents against some of the top teams in the nation.

The main focus for the Bates track and field teams is to continue to improve their performances and stay in top physical condition in order to compete at their best in the upcoming weeks.

---

Bates Squash dominates St. Joseph's College

BY LEW MANKS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In the beginning of a near stretch during the annual half of the season, St. Joseph's College was fresh off a 10-2 victory over Colby on January 17, but Bates Squash was ready to hit the court on Wednesday January 15 in three days time. Prior to this, both teams had been busy preparing for the weekend tournaments.

The Bates track and field teams will have a week to do all of that before heading down to the Yale Round Robin, where they will have the opportunity to showcase their talents against some of the top teams in the nation.

The main focus for the Bates track and field teams is to continue to improve their performances and stay in top physical condition in order to compete at their best in the upcoming weeks.